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Experience in manufacturing which includes aircraft and battery assembly. 
Specializing in drilling close tolerance holes, hi-lock/rivet installation, sealant 
application.

1994 – 2004
WIRING TECHNICIAN - ABC CORPORATION

 Transported, lifted and stored assembled units in preparation for batter pre-
charge.

 Insured proper configuration of connections of batteries in a series.
 Inspected products for manufacture defects. Confirmed accuracy of units to be 

charged in a series.
 Moved batteries to appropriate areas for temporary storage.
 Exercised proper and safe techniques when using hazardous materials, 

Manipulated and formatted control panel to ensure overflow and underflow 
intervention.

 Recognized changeover of products and alter Combro settings for appropriate 
battery types Consistently monitored production line for potential safety 
hazards.

 Removed in-process vent and top-off batteries with acid using an immersion 
top-off machine.

1989 – 1994
WIRING TECHNICIAN - ABC CORPORATION

 - Assisted the IT lead in re-wiring his front administration network.
 Stripped existing patch cables to eliminate extra cable and ensure the cable 

was plugged into the proper port, or terminate ends into a patch panel.
 Trace wires to an existing switch or patch panel to ensure it was connected to 

the corresponding port.
 Properly take an existing security systems patch cable(s), re-route, and 

terminate the existing cabling into a patch panel, and run a cable from the 
active port to the corresponding port on the switch.

 Test equipment to ensure the cabling was installed correctly.
 Eliminated extra cable from the front administration office Hands on experience 

with cabling, documenting, and tracing wires Skills Used Cabling Physical 
Networking.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.
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EDUCATION

Diploma

SKILLS

Problem Solving Skills, Operating Skills.
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